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Perforated Window Stickers - Suggested Application Instructions
Please Note:
Perforated window stickers should be applied to the outside of the window.
Step 1
Before applying any vinyl to a surface, always ensure that
the surface has been cleaned. We recommend using just
water, but if you use a cleaning solution please ensure it
has completely dried or evaporated before continuing.
Step 2
Turn the sticker over and place it face down on a clean
surface. For larger stickers, peel back the top 20-30% of
the backing material and gently fold it back over itself. For
smaller stickers, simply peel off the entire backing paper.
Step 3
Pick up the sticker with the “sticky” side facing away from you. With the adhesive exposed on
the top 20-30% of the sticker, gently stick the top edge on to the surface in your desired
location. Smooth down the top section using our recommended squeegee (or a credit card
wrapped in a paper towel) starting from the centre and working outwards.
Step 4
With the top section securely in place, reach behind the sticker to
find the folded backing material and slowly begin to pull it down.
As you pull down on the backing material with one hand, use the
squeegee in your other hand to smooth out and apply the sticker,
again starting from the centre and working outwards.
Step 5
Once all of the backing material has been removed and the sticker
has been applied, check for any air bubbles beneath the vinyl. If
any air is trapped, use the squeegee to push the air out through
the perforations.
Disclaimers
Please satisfy yourself that you are confident of how to apply your sticker on to your chosen surface before attempting application. Stickers International cannot be held
responsible for a poor or failed application. Do not attempt to apply the stickers in very cold or very hot temperatures.
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